
Victory Square & Playground 

Concept Design Feedback



Convert synthetic 
pitch to grass

“I like to take my dog there and I like 

that it is off leash. Most importantly, it is 

clean and dog walkers can meet up in 

the evening. Nice dogs in the park.”

“This pitch is used by 

young cricketers and 

should be retained.”

“Keep as much 

open space area 

as possible for 

dog walking.”

“The cricket pitch is good and 

used. Lots of residents teach 

their children to ride bikes on the 

cricket pitch - its multipurpose.”

“No this takes away an important part of 

the facilities for local sporting 

communities and for local families. I am 

strongly against this proposed removal.”
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“The playground is significantly bigger than 

2018 masterplan detail. The playground has 

been extended northward from 32m to 

42m in the 2018 plan to 53m with option 1 & 

70m with option 2. I object to Option 2 

being extended to the north boundary 

which is to close to the adjacent 

residences. I do favour option 2 if the 

northern boundary fall within the 53m 

shown for Option 1.”

n=34-35

Some would like to see 

a gate installed at the 

south west corner to 

stop dogs running 

onto the road



“I think it is good to provide a screen 

against Orrong Toorak Park buildings 

and definitely no direct access to the 

development and the park itself.”
“As long as the trees and 

shrubs don't block visibility to 

the park - increased visibility 

results in increased 

perceptions of passive 

surveillance and less anti-

social behaviour.”

“Hopefully the Poplar trees bordering 

the cricket ground & Victory park will 

be removed.”

“As residents in Fulton Street, it is very 

important for noise and visual appeal to 

have the perimeter of the proposed cricket 

nets covered with trees and shrubs.”

“Parents typically don't care too much about 

plant species as long as the chosen plants are not 

'polleny' and do not attract bees like lavender.”

90% 
support 

…trees along north 

boundary to create a 

backdrop & screen buildings

91% 
support 

…ground covers and shrubs 

to the perimeter to screen 

fences & buildings
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New trees along 
south boarder

n=31-32



“I think the 

barbeques and 

furniture are an 

improvement to the 

area.”

81% 
support 

Replacing path along south 

boundary with new exposed 

aggregate paths

90% 
support 

Installing more light 

to improve safety

81% 
support 

Installing more seats on 

northern and south boundaries

“Lighting essential and requires 

consultation with park users for optimal 

timing. Should be solar powered.”

“Preference is to not increase 

seating near the northern 

boundary - too close to homes.”

“Do not build any covered seating 

areas. They did this at Windsor Sidings 

park and it attracts drunks and 

juveniles and feels unsafe now.”

“In regards to 

lighting, we 

would oppose 

lights being 

installed in the 

cricket net 

areas.”

“Yes to all these  - love exposed 

aggregate. Do not like blue stone it is 

expensive and but not conducive to 

prams, young children, bikes.”

“More seats under trees 

and in shaded areas 

would be wonderful.”

A number of requests for 

a dog bag dispenser in 

the east south corner

Some would like picnic 

tables outside of the 

playground area



66% 
Would like 

shelter to be 

made from 

timber

Incorporating more 

natural play elements 

(boulders timber, grass, 

dried creek beds)

More traditional 

elements 

(swings, multi-play units)

76%
support

75%
support

“Please consider ease of supervision of children, so 

that there is not too much obstruction in the middle 

meaning you could see children at both the north 

and south ends when standing in the centre.”

“I think more creative activities in play areas is a 

good thing, the more traditional equipment is no 

longer as common in newer playgrounds.”

“Dried creek beds become littered with rubbish 

and are just another place for potential injury. 

Falls on rocks with sharp edges are more 

dangerous than grazes on flat surfaces.”

“The proposed toddler swing is not functional - the older style rubber 

versions which mould to the child to stop them falling forward/ 

support their backs are safer. Would be good to have two toddler 

swings and two children swings - similar to Como park.”

BBQs divided opinions with some 

concerned that it would attract anti-social 

behaviour as well as rubbish and animals

72% 
Would prefer 

more than 

two BBQs


